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South Africa - Weather

Eastern and central South Africa’s summer crop areas will see a good mix of rain and sunshine during 

the coming week. The rain will help bolster soil moisture from Natal into southern Limpopo while 

the moisture profile remains near current levels in much of central South Africa. Establishment and 

growth for the coarse grains and oilseeds will be mostly favorable, though moisture shortages will 

persist in portions of Free State, North West, and neighboring areas by early next week. Additional 

rain will still be needed later this month to support ideal crop conditions in the driest production 

areas.

Western Cape and Northern Cape will otherwise be mostly dry during the coming week. Aggressive 

winter wheat maturation and harvesting is expected. Rainfall in Free State may slow the harvest at 

times, though producers will still have opportunities to get into the fields between rain events.
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: After precipitation comes to an end today, the Midwest will see another round of 

precipitation Friday into Saturday and fieldwork will be interrupted, but some fieldwork should 

advance between precipitation events with harvesting likely to be competed in nearly all areas when 

drier weather returns Sunday through Nov. 24.                                                                                                       

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta will continue to see dry weather most often and good 

harvest progress overall through the next two weeks while the southeastern states will see a period 

of wet weather today through Saturday with confidence still low for late this week as that is when 

Tropical Storm Eta should impact the region. Drier weather will return to the Delta and the 

Southeast Sunday through Nov. 24 with a few light showers on occasion and harvesting should 

quickly resume.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: Brazil and Paraguay will see a timely increase in rain starting today that will continue 

through early next week and nearly all areas will receive enough rain to improve soil moisture and 

conditions for crop development with an exception from western into central Rio Grande do Sul 

where rain will be too light and infrequent to prevent significant drying. Today’s forecast is drier for 

Nov. 20-22 than what was advertised Monday and the drier weather will be beneficial for planting, 

but with little rain for a large part of Brazil and Paraguay Nov. 19-24 many areas will need an 

increase in rain soon to keep conditions for crops from deteriorating.

ARGENTINA: Much of Argentina will remain dry through Thursday and good planting progress should 

be made while some crops in the drier western and northern areas see increasing levels of crop 

stress. Showers and thunderstorms will increase Friday into Monday in the west and south where 

manty areas should receive enough rain to buy crops more time before serious stress evolves while 

central to east-central and eastern areas miss much of the rain. Drier weather will return Nov. 17-24 

and planting should advance well while some crops in eastern, and especially northeastern, 

Argentina see rising levels of stress due to a lack of soil moisture.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Restricted precipitation will allow for swift crop maturation and harvesting throughout most of Europe this week. Some Mediterranean locations and southeastern Balkan Nations will continue to struggle 

with dryness concerns, but most other locations have adequate soil moisture to continue to support winter crop establishment.

AUSTRALIA: Infrequent and light rain will impact Australia’s major production areas this week. The drier conditions will promote favorable conditions for winter grain and wheat maturation and harvest. In the 

meantime, a soaking of rain would be welcome in east-central Australia to support summer crop development, but no such event is expected and soil moisture deficits will prevail.
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